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Leading digital credential (badges & certificates) platform for high-stakes credentials
Using Open Badges to Power Professional “Spotlight” Directories
What is a “Spotlight” Directory?

- A hub for issuers to control / own that lists all credentialed individuals
- Powered by digital Open Badges
- A place to find individuals who have received a badge
- A tool to unlock Badge meta-data
The Problem

- Limited ability to search across open badge meta-data at scale
- Difficulty finding individuals with specific skills, specialisations or in specific locations
- Finding and verifying credential data is hard - which causes fraud
- Enhancement of employability
The Solution

Limited ability to search across open badge meta data at scale
Difficulty finding individuals with specific skills, specialisations or in specific Locations
Finding and verifying credential data is hard - which causes fraud
Real-Time Verification

44% of resumes state fraudulent education

23% of resumes state fraudulent credentials

ADP analysis of after performing 2.6 million background check
The Solution

Accredible
Enhancement of employability
The Future

- Corporate Training - Unlock skill data
- Universities - Solve alumni verification problems
- Recruitment
- Open Badges takes on / works with LinkedIn?
Thank you.
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